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BACKGROUND
With rigorous, consistent estimates of the cost-efficiency and cost-effectiveness of different approaches, human-
itarian agencies would be able to better allocate limited resources towards approaches that deliver the greatest 
reach and impact. However, finance and monitoring systems are not positioned to produce this data, so optimiz-
ing value-for-money is difficult in practice. To address this challenge, the Cash workstream of the Grand Bargain 
identified measurement of cost-efficiency and cost-effectiveness of cash assistance as a priority for the 2017-2018 
workplan. USAID and the IRC volunteered to co-lead the sub-workstream with support from CaLP. 

The initial objectives of the sub-workstream were to gather and synthesize learning on existing metrics for 
measuring cost-efficiency and cost-effectiveness of humanitarian assistance aimed at meeting basic needs, par-
ticularly through cash and in-kind distributions. In April 2018 this work culminated in a Cost-Efficiency and 
Cost-Effectiveness in Humanitarian Assistance (CE2HA) workshop in Washington, DC. The workshop provided 
a platform for more than 30 technical experts from across the humanitarian community and academia to share 
analytical methods which could be applicable for multi-sector assistance delivered through different modalities. 
Recommendations from the workshop were shared at both the Grand Bargain Cash meeting in June 2018 as well 
as Good Humanitarian Donorship Cash meeting. 

CE2HA Phase 1 findings noted that one of the primary gaps was regarding a consistent understanding of the 
purpose of cost-efficiency analysis, and methodology for conducting such analysis. The lack of consistent meth-
odology is a problem because cost-efficiency analysis is inherently comparative: We learn what programmatic 
or contextual features drive greater efficiency by comparing across programs. But if programs are analyzed with 
inconsistent methodologies then we can’t be confident whether apparent differences in results are driven by ac-
tual differences in programs, or differences in how costs and outputs were tabulated. Inconsistency in methods is 
driven in part by the differing structure of various agency financial systems and the lack of agreed upon method-
ology (especially around cost categorization and output counting). This is exacerbated by concerns (particularly 
by implementing partners) around the transparent usage of cost-efficiency results, especially by donors in their 
funding decisions, which makes cash implementers hesitant to produce this data at large scale. In response to 
these findings, CE2HA Phase 2 activities prioritized providing guidance to ensure more rigorous and consistent 
cost-efficiency analysis by humanitarian actors, and to develop shared understanding of how to appropriately 
interpret and use cost-efficiency analyses of cash.   

PURPOSE
The overall objective of this activity, and this guidance document in particular, is to “improve capacity to con-
duct rigorous and consistent cost-efficiency analysis in humanitarian assistance.” This will be done through the 
development of a technical guidance document to provide more overall structure for how to approach cost-effi-
ciency analysis in humanitarian settings. 

Cost-efficiency analysis refers to the analysis of cost per output of program or activity, allowing you to compare 
cost-per-output for programs which all produced the same output. Such analysis is useful when choosing among 
alternative delivery models (e.g. different modalities of transfer) during program design, or to evaluate one 
aspect of value-for-money during final evaluation. To achieve rigorous, consistent analysis requires a common 
approach to cost categorization and allocation, i.e. what costs are included and how they are assigned to differ-
ent activities within grants. On the other side of the equation, it requires a consistent approach to counting the 
outputs of cash or other basic needs programs. For the purposes of cost-efficiency calculations this means the 
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dollar value of cash or goods transferred to beneficiaries, although other output/outcome indicators should also 
be tracked and used in decision-making.   

CE2HA envisions that this guidance will provide several distinct benefits:

• Consistent analytical methods - Currently cost-efficiency analysis is conducted in several different ways 
allowing for minimal comparison across methodologies and variation in how findings are interpreted. 
Building on lessons learned and technical expertise, this guidance seeks to provide a technically sound, 
clearly documented methodology so that agencies can consistently conduct cost-efficiency analysis in such 
a way that provides some level of comparability. Beyond comparing cost per dollar transferred, sound and 
consistent cost-efficiency analysis also forms the basis for cost-effectiveness analyses that agencies may wish 
to conduct.

• Transparency - Providing a clear methodology for cost-efficiency analysis allows humanitarian part-
ners the assurance that they are providing an analytical product which is clearly understood and widely 
endorsed. CE2HA Phase 1 noted that cost-efficiency results and financial breakdowns are rarely shared 
openly, due to uncertainty about how the results will be interpreted and utilized (specifically by donors). 
This guidance seeks to clearly lay out the limitations of the methodology and identify best practices for use, 
thereby creating trust between the producer and consumer of data. With the publication of The Common 
Donor Approach for humanitarian cash programming signatory donors provide a clear position on the 
role that they see efficiency playing in regards to effectiveness; “Donors want to see both effectiveness and 
efficiency maximized. This means meeting people’s most pressing needs in ways that represent the best 
outcomes.”

• Learning - The uptake of a consistent, rigorous cost efficiency analysis method will allow for the rapid 
expansion of knowledge and learning about what drives cost-efficiency of basic needs programs. This will 
improve our ability to understand how context, modality, scale, implementing partners/donors, disaster 
types and other variables influence efficiency across a variety of humanitarian sectors. In turn, this can 
enable allocation of resources to the most efficient and appropriate modality in a given context, improving 
outcomes for humanitarian clients. 

Value-for-money is often divided into several facets: economy, efficiency, effectiveness, and equity. 
Figure 1. “Four E” Value-for-Money Concept from DFID
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Cost-efficiency analysis addresses the second of the “four Es”, maximizing the programmatic outputs achieved 
per dollar spent on inputs. Thus, cost-efficiency analysis provides a good measure of “operational” efficiency. 
However, there may be a trade-off between cost-efficiency and the overall program effectiveness or equity. To 
take an extreme example, you could maximize cost-efficiency by providing extremely large one-time transfers to 
people who already have mobile money accounts. However, this approach might be less effective because people 
were unable to save their money, and so could not meet their basic needs several months after the large transfer 
was given. It might also be inequitable, since targeting people who already have mobile money accounts may 
exclude the most vulnerable or remote segments of the population. Like with all cost analysis, cost-efficiency 
results should therefore be interpreted alongside other information about the quality of the program, and used to 
inform trade-off decisions rather than as a final judgment about a program. 

 Best practice: When recording the result of a cost-efficiency analysis in a grant report or public 
document, be sure to also include information about the program which is key for interpretation:
• Number of households reached
• Value of transfers/goods given
• Number of transfers given per household
• Targeted population characteristics
• Targeting method used to identify beneficiaries
• Time to disbursement
• Modality used, including method of transfer for cash programs
• Market conditions affecting the purchasing power of assistance, especially hyperinflation or large 
seasonal variations in price levels

Cost-efficiency analysis estimates the ratio of program costs to outputs created, allowing you to compare cost-
per-output for programs which all produced the same output. Such analysis is useful when choosing among 
alternative delivery models (e.g. different modalities of transfer) during program design, during implementation 
to inform course corrections, or during final evaluation to assess performance in terms of value-for-money. For 
instance, cost-efficiency analysis might reveal the expected cost per dollar of value transferred through a cash 
program versus an in-kind distribution program. It can also help to uncover how contextual or programmatic 
features drive the cost per output. For instance, how will the cost per dollar transferred of a cash program change 
when targeting can be achieved through an existing social safety net platform, versus when targeting surveys 
must be undertaken directly by implementers? As these examples reinforce, the value of cost-efficiency data is 
comparative: we can judge the performance of a given program, or learn about how cost-efficiency will be affect-
ed by contextual features, only when we have other programs’ results to compare to. 

Best practice: Before conducting a cost-efficiency analysis of a given program, identify the com-
parative data points you will use when interpreting the results. Consider whether comparative data is 
available for programs from the same region, and how similar the comparator programs are in terms of 
target population, scale, etc. 

With this understanding of the purpose of cost-efficiency analysis, the question arises of how often and when 
humanitarian agencies should be conducting this analysis? The methodology described below takes time and 
resources to implement well, and requiring such analysis for every basic needs program run by every implement-
ing agency could entail an enormous amount of work that would be unlikely to be worth the effort. Rather, indi-
vidual agencies, cash working groups, and donors should think strategically about how they want to use resulting 
information, and invest in analysis accordingly.

!
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Best practice: There are two basic use cases for cost-efficiency data, which determine what programs you 
would want to conduct cost-efficiency analysis for. 

(1) Performance Management: If the goal is to drive high performance for one specific program, 
then you may be able to rely on existing data to provide comparative data to set a target and 
measure performance. For instance, the IRC now has cost-efficiency results for six cash programs 
in Iraq, providing a sense of what a reasonable cost-transfer ratio is in that country. We are able 
to draw on that to set performance targets, and the only new analysis necessary in order to do 
performance management of a new program is the analysis of that new program itself. On the 
other hand, if comparative data does not already exist but performance management is a priority, 
a donor or implementer may wish to invest in cost-efficiency analysis of several similar programs 
at once. In this case you would want to hold as many of the common features that affect cost effi-
ciency (for more see page 20) when defining that sample. A minimum of three comparative data 
points from the same region and ideally the same country is strongly recommended.

(2) Learning: Identify the specific question you are hoping to answer about cost-efficiency or cost 
effectiveness, ideally in the form of a comparative statement about two types of programs. For 
instance, you might want to know whether consortium delivery models are more cost-efficient 
than single-agency delivery, or you might want to know whether basic needs programs which 
target female-headed households cost more per dollar transferred than those which target the 
entire population. You should then identify programs which fall into those two separate cate-
gories (e.g. single-agency delivery vs. consortium delivery), but have as many other features in 
common as possible (e.g. same region, similar target populations, similar response phase). The 
more programs of each type you can analyze the stronger your conclusions will be, but in general 
it is difficult to draw even tentative conclusions from a data set with fewer than three programs of 
each type (i.e. six total).

CONSIDERATIONS AND LIMITATIONS
• Comparability: While the proposed methodology allows for a consistent methodology to cost-efficiency 
analysis, it is important to recognize that this does not imply that cost-efficiency results are expected to be the 
same across different contexts, programs, or target populations.  Evidence to date indicates that geography, 
context, and scale of programs significantly affect cost-efficiency. Rather than seeking a globally applicable 
benchmark for the cost-efficiency of cash programs, the value of cost-efficiency analysis is in identifying what 
a reasonable cost per dollar of value transferred is, given the constraints of serving a particular population in a 
particular context. This is discussed further in the Interpretation section. 

• Cost-efficiency vs cost-effectiveness: While cost-efficiency analysis will give an indication of the associated 
cost to deliver an output, it is not looking at whether those outputs result in desired outcomes (cost-effec-
tiveness). It is therefore important to ensure that the programming outputs are appropriately designed to fill 
an identified need and to have monitoring in place which measures whether ensure that outcomes are in-
deed changing. It must be understood that a program which is more cost-efficient is not automatically more 
cost-effective, and cost-efficiency results should always be interpreted alongside other information when 
making a judgment. For example, complementary activities and support services might make a program less 
cost-efficient but could increase its cost-effectiveness if they ensure that people are able to access markets to 

!
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purchase the goods which meet their basic needs. This is discussed further in the Interpretation section.

METHODOLOGY
This section discusses the methodological decisions which arise when conducting cost-efficiency analysis, and 
suggests a standard approach for dealing with these issues in the context of humanitarian basic needs programs. 
Analysis will only be possible, however, when a basic level of disaggregated data is available for the program 
being examined. Specifically, analysis should be based on actual program expenses (not budgets, unless you are 
conducting ex ante analysis for planning purposes), and should be available at the level of individual budget 
lines. If expense data has been merged into categories (e.g. National Staff, Transportation, Program Supplies) it is 
unlikely to be possible to conduct rigorous analysis, because separation of the costs of cash delivery from other 
program outputs will be impossible. Finally, it is strongly preferable to have cost-efficiency analysis conducted 
by or with the program staff who oversaw implementation, to provide details of program implementation and 
inform decisions about the allocation of resources. 1

Figure 2. Example of Insufficient, Sufficient Data for Cost-Efficiency Analysis

The methodology defined below corresponds to the method followed by the Systematic Cost Analysis (SCAN) 
tool, which is jointly managed by a Consortium comprised of Accion Contra el Hambre, CARE, International 
Rescue Committee, Mercy Corps, and Save the Children.  The SCAN tool provides several added benefits be-
yond “by hand” analysis. Firstly, by automatically importing data from linked finance systems it saves analysts 
the time and headache of assembling spreadsheets. Secondly, by providing guided facilitation for decisions about 
what costs to include and how to allocate them, it promotes easier adherence to this methodology. Thirdly, by 
storing analysis results and underlying calculations in a consistent format (visible only to the organization doing 
the analysis) it enables better knowledge management and allows for simple sharing of results, if agencies so de-
sire. While SCAN eases the process of conducting rigorous cost-efficiency analysis, following this methodology 
should yield the same result and allow for consistency with the wider body of cost-efficiency data being devel-
oped. 

1 Given these requirements, cost-efficiency analysis according to this methodology will only be possible when the necessary data and 
resources are in place. Where donors or coordination groups are going to require cost-efficiency reporting, additional funding or support 
may be necessary to put the necessary data and staff input together into an analysis.
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1. Defining the program to be analyzed

Defining a time frame and geographic scope: One often-overlooked step in cost-efficiency analysis is clearly 
defining what exactly the analysis will cover, including the time period of program implementation and the 
geographic areas considered in scope for the analysis. Programs may run for several years, funded by successive 
donor awards, and so drawing a line around “the costs” or “the outputs” can be difficult. 

Best Practice: Do not conduct cost-efficiency analysis of program implementation for any period of 
time less than six months (unless the entire program was completed in six months or less), as spikes in 
procurement or distribution will create distortions in the measured cost-efficiency. 

Best Practice: Where a program incurs start-up costs before distribution actually begins (e.g. time 
spent negotiating Hawala contracts), you should define the time period of your program to include 
those pre-distribution activities, as they were necessary inputs to program delivery. If start-up costs are 
especially high, it is worth analyzing the resulting program over as long a time period as possible so 
that those start-up costs are matched with the full set of outputs they helped produce. 

Similarly, a program may provide basic needs assistance for populations in different areas at different times, pos-
sibly overlapping with other programs in certain regions. 

Best Practice: Do not attempt to analyze the cost-efficiency of programming in geographic areas 
smaller than the total area supported by your awards, unless you have a clear basis for dividing up 
country-level management and administration costs across different sub-offices, bases, or states. 

In general, the most important thing is to arrive at some definition of the time frame and geographic scope of the 
program, usually corresponding to the time period of the award funding it. This definition can then be used to 
put boundaries around which costs and outputs will be counted, and to ensure that the scope of costs and out-
puts match. 

Identifying all funding sources: For a given humanitarian program, calculating the cost-efficiency of basic needs 
programming means identifying all of the inputs necessary to make the delivery of cash (or other basic needs 
modalities) possible. If you think of a program as a recipe, then the inputs are all of the “ingredients” necessary 
to make that recipe. 

Best Practice: For basic needs transfer programs, the costs of delivery are not restricted to the fees 
paid to transfer money to beneficiaries. They cover the costs of all aspects of delivery and program 
management, including:
• Pre-distribution assessments and targeting (e.g. market surveys, vulnerability assessments)
• Preparing for distributions (e.g. assembling beneficiary lists, planning travel)
• Distributing assistance (e.g. wire transfer fees, local shipping and transport)
• Post-distribution activities (e.g. post-distribution monitoring) 
• Grant management and coordination meetings (e.g. Cash Working Group meetings)

In some cases, all of the inputs for a cash program may be funded by a single funding source, but in other cases 
(for example) the funding for the targeting process might come from one grant, while a top-up of extra cash to 
be distributed came from another. If the costs of certain inputs are omitted because they came from a different 
funding source, cost-efficiency results will be distorted--it wouldn’t have been possible to distribute that top-

!
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up set of cash transfers without the original targeting system which identified beneficiaries. If multiple funding 
sources contributed to the inputs of a single basic needs program, the expense data from those sources should be 
merged to start the analysis. 

Best Practice: Before starting an analysis, ask yourself “what are all of the funding sources which 
covered the inputs necessary for this basic needs program, in this area over this time period? Where 
funding for program inputs came from multiple sources, combine expense data from all of those fund-
ing streams in your analysis.  

Separating out activities: Often, grants or contracts will include funding for several different activities--for 
instance, a cash transfer program which also provided legal counseling services to clients found to be lacking 
government ID. It may be easy to identify which direct costs were necessary for one output versus another, if 
expenses are tracked clearly. Following that same example, the spending line titled “Cash Transfers” is almost 
certainly a part of the cash distribution program, while the spending line titled “Legal Clinic Rent” is almost 
certainly a part of the legal aid program. But there will also be costs shared between the cash program and other 
outputs, which will need to be allocated somehow. In order to do this accurately, analysts must first develop a 
comprehensive picture of all of the activities supported by the grants/contracts whose data they are using. This 
information will later be used as the basis for decisions about how to allocate shared and indirect costs. 

Best Practice: When funding sources included money for activities other than basic needs transfers, 
begin your analysis by mapping all of the outputs produced by all of the different grants or contracts 
you determined support your basic needs program. This can be achieved by consulting log frames and 
speaking with programmatic staff who managed implementation. 

Figure 3. Example Activity Map for Cash Transfer Programs Funded by Several Grants

2.  Defining what counts as a “Cost”

Having now defined the geographic and time scope of implementation you wish to study, and identified one or 
several funding streams which supported that implementation, you will have assembled a potentially large set 
of expense data. As discussed above, the expense lines you can see in this data might be directly related to the 
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basic needs program you are analyzing, but might also have supported other outputs, or been split between basic 
needs and other things. The next step in the process is to identify which of those expenses were relevant to basic 
needs distributions, and (for those which were shared) in what proportion. 

Programmatic/Direct Costs: All direct costs which can be linked to the delivery of the basic needs program 
should be included. This may be obvious, for instance if an expense line is marked “Wire transfer fees for cash 
distribution”. It may be less obvious, for instance if an expense line were marked “Economic Recovery Manager” 
and you were unsure whether that manager oversaw implementation of multiple economic recovery activities. 

Best practice: List out all expense items relevant for the funding streams and time frame you have 
identified. Work with program staff who oversaw the program to identify which direct expense lines 
were necessary for the intervention you are analyzing, and which were not. 

There may also be expenses which were “direct”, i.e. which were dedicated 100% to the outputs of that particular 
award, but which were still split among multiple different outputs on that grant. For instance, if the Economic 
Recovery Manager oversaw both a cash transfer program and a business grants program, you would not want to 
allocate 100 percent of the cost of that staff position to the cash transfer program.2 It is then necessary to deter-
mine some split of that cost between the cash output you are studying, and every other output whose delivery 
they supported.

Most implementer financial and HR systems track allocation of effort only to the level of awards, and not to dif-
ferent outputs within a particular award. As such, there are unlikely to be any existing data sources to consult to 
determine the allocation of costs across different outputs. In academic cost studies, additional data collection will 
often be commissioned to address this question, for instance with time diaries or direct observation by survey-
ors. However, these methods are too onerous to be practical for routine analysis. Instead, the best feasible ap-
proach is to ask programmatic staff to estimate how time and resources were used across different outputs based 
on their personal experience. 

Best practice: For direct costs which were used to support multiple outputs (usually staff time or 
transportation), ask program staff to estimate what proportion of the time of that resource was spent 
on the output you are studying, versus all others funded by the same award. Clearly document this 
allocation percentage in your cost model.

Shared Costs: Shared costs3 are those which are shared across multiple awards, and are not directly tied to the 
operation of a specific program. These typically include general administration and management expenses (e.g. 
management staff salaries and benefits), organizational infrastructure (e.g. rent and utilities, software licenses), 
and other costs incurred for the benefit of all programs within the country office (e.g. HR department, IT staff). 
Even though these expenses cannot be tied directly to one output, we know that the inputs are necessary to allow 
programs to function. But, unlike the example of an Economic Recovery Coordinator above, it isn’t possible to 
easily observe how a country director’s time supports cash transfers versus entrepreneurship versus other pro-
grams. 

Assuming we start from award-level data about spending on shared costs, the allocation of shared costs should 
be based on the proportion that the basic needs distribution comprised of the entire spending on that award. 
In other words, if the cash distribution program accounted for 20 percent of the direct costs of a grant, then 20

2 That cost would include not only their salary, but benefits, housing allowances, etc. The entire cost of having that person on the job.
3 Also called “Direct Shared Costs” in the general framework for the NGO cost recovery, developed by NRC.
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percent of the country director’s time charged to that grant should be allocated to the cash transfer program, and 
included as a cost. 

Returning to the example above, consider a case where you are trying to analyze the cost efficiency of a cash 
transfer program which was jointly funded by Grant 2 and Grant 3. Based on the overall expenses from all sec-
tors, you can figure out what proportion of direct costs each sector comprises of the total budget. Imagine, for 
example, that Health and Economic Recovery each comprise 50 percent of the costs of Grant 2, and Economic 
Recovery comprises 100 percent of Grant 3’s costs. From your calculation of the direct costs of cash delivery (see 
above section), you also have information about what proportion of Economic Recovery costs were for cash ver-
sus other things. Specifically, you know that cash transfers were 100 percent of the Economic Recovery costs on 
Grant 2. Imagine that, from your detailed examination of the direct cost items, you establish that cash transfers 
comprised 70 percent of the Economic Recovery costs on Grant 3, while business grants comprised the other 30 
percent. 

Figure 4. Figuring Out Allocation of Shared Costs

In this case, we have all of the information we need to estimate the allocation of shared costs for Grant 2 and 
Grant 3 to the cash transfer program. Note that, because we assume the starting point of award-level expense 
information, this calculation must be done separately for Grant 2 and Grant 3. The allocation percentage derived 
from data about one grant applies only to the cost items from that grant.

Shared Cost Allocation = 

For this specific example, that means that:

Shared Cost Allocation, Grant 2 = 100% x 50% = 50%

Shared Cost Allocation, Grant 3 = 70% x 100% = 70%

                Cash Direct Cost                             Economic Recovery Sector Costs 
Economic Recovery Sector Costs                          All Award Direct CostsX
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Best practice: Figure out a single allocation percentage for all shared costs on each award, based on to-
tal direct costs for that award specifically. If you have specific information about more or less intensive 
resource use by certain shared resources (e.g. a Finance team member who worked primarily on plan-
ning cash distributions) based on program staff knowledge, you can supersede this general assumption 
about shared costs for that one cost item. 

Indirect Cost Recovery: Indirect costs, usually referring to headquarters level costs such as grant management or 
high-level administration, are a necessary ingredient to running humanitarian programs and should be included 
in the full cost of a cash transfer program. Perhaps more importantly, different organizations draw the line be-
tween “shared costs” and “indirect costs” differently--one implementer may fund their regional director’s salary 
out of ICR, while another might fund it out of shared costs itemized within a grant budget. This means that, if 
ICR were excluded from the estimates of program cost, it would drive artificial differences between the apparent 
cost-efficiency of cash transfer programs run by different implementers. While efforts are underway in the sector 
to bring greater harmonization to the definition of indirect, shared, and direct cost,4 at present the best feasi-
ble approach is to include all of those categories of costs so exclusion of ICR does not cause analysts to exclude 
in-country shared costs which happen to be funded by ICR at some agencies.  

Limitation: Comparability of Analyses from Agencies with Core Funding

It can be difficult if not impossible to establish actual total costs of a program when certain aspects or func-
tions of that program are supported through “core” funding. The larger a proportion of an organization’s 
costs are covered through unrestricted or core funding, the greater a problem this will be for cost-efficiency 
analysis. In most NGOs, unrestricted or non-project funding is minimal, and so most of those indirect costs 
end up charged to grants themselves. Even if donors disallow charging of certain items and they must be 
subsidized by unrestricted money, this is often traceable. Results from programs run by NGOs are there-
fore likely to be comparable, because the inclusion of ICR means that these costs are more or less uniformly 
included. 

However, when project-based funding is supplemented by substantial core resources not reflected in the 
ICR, their cost-efficiency results stemming from this methodology would be an understatement of the true 
costs of delivery. Even more problematically, without additional information on the volume of unrestricted 
funding, it would be impossible to know how much of an understatement those figures were.  While im-
pacting all humanitarian partners to some degree, it is particularly challenging for United Nations Agencies 
and Red Cross and Red Crescent movement. For this reason, it may not be possible to identify the costs of 
these functions at UN or IFRC agencies, and cost-efficiency results from them should be treated as qualita-
tively different than those from agencies who cover the majority off costs from specific project awards.

Best Practice: Include a proportion of the indirect costs as the final step in adding up your costs, 
because the proportion of ICR you include will depend on prior decisions about what direct or shared 
costs were necessary for the intervention you are studying. 

For multi-output awards, this leaves the question of how to allocate the total ICR charged to one of the outputs 
among the several supported by that award. This is trickier than allocating direct or shared costs, because ICR 
typically funds cross-cutting functions at a global level which cannot reasonably be identified with one output or 
another. The best feasible approach is to use the proportion of all direct and shared costs attributable to the cash 

4 The Norwegian Refugee Council’s “Money Where It Counts” initiative has documented the differences in allowable charging across 
donors and suggested common principles for the sector.
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transfer output, among the entire program cost, to estimate a percentage allocation for ICR. 

Best practice: Calculate the proportion of ICR you will attribute to the intervention you are studying, 
based on the proportion of direct and shared expenses relevant for the intervention you are analyzing, 
out of the total expenses on that award. You should have identified the direct and share costs relevant 
for the intervention being analyzed in previous steps. 

ICR Allocation %  = 

Amount of ICR to Include = Total ICR Charged to Award X ICR Allocation %

Non-Financial Costs: In addition to the financial costs of delivering basic needs interventions, there are a vari-
ety of non-financial and social costs which may be components of program delivery. This is not referring to cost 
sharing--where programs are financially supported by multiple awards--those funding sources should always be 
included among the costs of the program, as discussed above. Instead it is referring to costs which do not show 
up on any balance sheet, such as volunteer time to do community targeting exercises, or donated communal 
spaces for distributions.
 

Best practice: It is beyond the scope of routine cost-efficiency to estimate the value of in-kind contri-
butions, particularly local volunteer time since wages in emergency contexts are difficult to estimate. 
However, when such resources were used this should be clearly noted in descriptions of the cost-effi-
ciency results so it can be understood by others using your results for decision-making (see page 18). 

The exception, where the value of in-kind goods is both easier to estimate and more critical for cost-efficien-
cy analysis, is where the assistance provided to beneficiaries was itself donated. For instance, a food assistance 
program receiving donated in-kind commodities from a host government while covering all other programming 
related costs (distribution, transportation, M&E, etc) should include the value of the commodities even though 
the official budget might not reflect this contribution. Because the value of goods or money transferred to benefi-
ciary reflects the output of the program (see below), it is necessary to estimate the dollar (or GBP, or EUR) value 
of those goods. 

Best practice: If some of the goods provided to beneficiaries are donated in-kind, estimate the value of 
those goods using wholesale market prices at the time of program delivery. Commodity prices can be 
sourced through primary data collection or via available secondary data sources such as WFP Eco-
nomic Explorer, FEWS NET, FFP’s Quarterly Commodity Price Data, and host government outlets.

3. Aggregating costs

Depreciation of capital assets: Sometimes, funding for a grant or commercial contract will include the purchase 
of capital assets whose use value is not confined to the execution of that program--for instance, a new vehicle 
which will last many years and be used by many programs before it is discarded. In some accounting systems 
capital assets may be automatically depreciated according to an organizational policy, while others may charge 
the full purchase price to one program if the donor allows it. Given the relatively small proportion that capital 
assets form of most program costs, differences in depreciation methods across organizations are unlikely to drive 
significant differences in cost-efficiency results, and should not be a major concern. The primary concern is if the 
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cost of an asset is charged entirely to one program, when in fact its use value will extend over a longer period of 
time. When items are charged in their entirety to one program, even though the usable life will extend beyond 
the life of the program, the cost-efficiency analyst needs to make an additional assumption about depreciation of 
that asset so that only the relevant portion is included among the costs in the analysis. 

Best Practice: Where large capital assets (i.e. greater than 1 percent of the direct costs) are charged en-
tirely to a single program, transparently state an assumption about the usable life of that asset and use 
straight-line depreciation (i.e. divide the cost by the usable life to get a per-year cost) and allocate only 
a portion of the cost of the asset to the program in question. 

Currency Exchange: The majority of grants or commercial contracts which fund humanitarian response are de-
nominated in the currency of donor countries--dollars, pounds, or euros. In some cases, particularly in countries 
with greater currency volatility, some portion of funding may also be paid in local currency, but this is usually 
minimal. In practice, the general ledger from which spending data is drawn will have a currency of record, and 
any expenses incurred in “local” currency will already have been exchanged into that currency of record using 
contemporaneous exchange rates at the time the expense was recorded in the accounting system. Attempting 
to unpick the exchange rate used for every individual transaction in the source data would be painstaking, and 
serve little purpose since small differences in exchange rates faced by different implementers in the same country 
at the same time would have minimal impact on cost-efficiency results. Rather, the relevant question is how to 
bring programs implemented by different agencies with funding from different donors (i.e. possibly denominat-
ed in different currencies) into a common format. 

Applying an exchange rate to a total program cost or cost-per-output will yield the same result as applying the 
exchange rate for every item in the cost model, and so for simplicity’s sake we recommend exchanging into a 
common currency once the final cost estimate is reached. Any changes in exchange rates across years should be 
captured by adjustments for inflation (see below), and so different exchanges rates for different years of spend-
ing within one program is not necessary. Finally, there is the question of which exchange rate to use for the 
adjustment. PPP exchange rates are not a solution to making program cost data comparable across contexts (for 
further discussion see Dhaliwal et al, 2012). PPP exchange rates make program costs appear significantly higher 
since they attempt to state costs in terms of US price levels, and so “standard” exchange rates are preferred. 

Best Practice: To get all programs’ results into a single currency, multiply the cost per output for each 
program times the average annual standard exchange rate (i.e. between the currency in which that 
programs expenses were recorded and your chosen currency), for the year of your analysis. 

Best Practice: If exchange rates fluctuate significantly during the year, to the point that implementers 
purchase inputs strategically to capitalize on low prices at certain times, it may be appropriate to use 
the exchange rate at the time of purchase rather than the annual average exchange rate. This will ensure 
that the purchasing power of the “dollars transferred” or the value of goods procured is more accurate-
ly captured.

Inflation: In addition to exchanging between currencies, prices differences across years (i.e. inflation) is import-
ant to consider. When drawing data about actual expenses from financial databases, the data implicitly reflects 
the prices at the moment at which expenses were incurred. This presents two potential problems: differing price 
levels across time within a program (e.g. if a program ran for many years), and differing price levels across pro-
grams run at different times (e.g. one program implemented in 2009 and another implemented in 2015). 
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Best Practice: When reporting cost efficiency results, clearly state the year of currency in which cost-
per-output is reported. For simplicity’s sake, we recommend using the base year of the program. 

In practice, the opportunity for distorted comparisons because of price changes within the period of a single pro-
gram’s implementation is minimal. Firstly, this is because most humanitarian programs run only a short period 
of time--the median grant length at the IRC is less than one year, and prices don’t change dramatically over that 
period of time. Secondly, because funding is typically denominated in relatively stable donor currencies, inflation 
could typically account for no more than 3 to 5 percent change in implicit prices across years. 
  

Best Practice: Unless program implementation lasts for more than 3 years, do not adjust for inflation 
within a given programs expenses across time. If a program lasts for more than 3 years, deflate annual 
total expenses for each year back to the price level of the base year using GDP deflator rates for the 
currency in which funding was given. 

There is greater opportunity for distorted comparisons because of price changes across the time when different 
programs were implemented. For instance, if one cash program was run in 2009 and another was run in 2015, 
the prevailing wages for program staff could have increased significantly over that time, necessitating an increase 
in spending on cash delivery. If inflation is not adjusted for, the 2015 program might appear to be more expen-
sive, when in fact the difference reflects only the purchase of identical inputs in different years. When creat-
ing comparisons across programs, analysts should therefore choose one year in whose currency to express all 
cost-efficiency results (a “year of analysis”), and inflate/deflate each program’s cost-efficiency estimate. 

Best Practice: When creating comparisons across programs, choose a single “year of analysis” in 
which all programs’ cost-efficiency results will be stated. Cost-efficiency estimates can be adjusted to 
reflect the prices of the year of analysis by inflating or deflating using average annual GDP deflator 
rates for the time elapsed between each program’s base year and the year of analysis. 

Discounting Cost Streams: To account for the opportunity cost of dedicating funding to a particular program, 
rather than letting that money appreciate and spending it in future years, cost streams over time are typically 
“discounted” back to the base year of the program using a standard discount rate. In practice, however, time dis-
counting makes minimal difference in cost-efficiency results for humanitarian programs, which are typically of 
very short duration (see Dhaliwal et al, 2012 for more). It is only for programs with cost and benefit streams over 
long periods of time, such as climate change mitigation or infrastructure investments, that time discounting can 
substantially affect analysis results. If cost streams are discounted, in unusually long cash transfer programs, then 
a 10 percent discount rate is recommended (see Zhuang et al, 2007 for a discussion of discount rates). 

Best Practice: Unless program implementation lasts for more than 3 years, do not apply time dis-
counting to cost streams. If a program lasts for more than 3 years, discount costs by applying a 10 
percent discount rate for each annual total cost. 

Transport for In-kind Assistance: In-kind assistance imported into a country comes with several additional costs 
such as ocean freight and inland transportation costs. While there is not a right or wrong way to accommodate 
for these costs during cost-efficiency analysis, it should be clear and transparent on whether these costs are con-
sidered as part of the numerator or denominator. This guidance recommends that costs associated with impor-
tation (e.g. ocean freight and inland transportation) are considered as part of the denominator or transfer value 
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(i.e. reflective of import price parity). The rationale for this is two fold:

1. It is anticipated that some level of cost-efficiency analysis was conducted as part of the response 
analysis and modality selection. Therefore selection of imported in-kind commodities was likely 
due partially to cost considerations (inclusive of importation costs) or lack of availability on local 
markets.

2. Cost of commercially imported goods available on local markets inherently reflect importation 
related costs in the final price point. Therefore local procurement, cash and/or voucher programs 
allowing households to access similar imported goods would already reflect the associated costs 
and would be similarly reflected as part of the denominator or transfer value. 

4. Counting Outputs:

The question of counting the actual value of cash or vouchers to beneficiaries was taken up by the Tracking Cash 
& Vouchers group within the Grand Bargain Cash workstream, and their conclusions are relevant for cost-effi-
ciency analysis. 

Best practice: Assistance distributed through cash versus assistance distributed through vouchers 
should be tracked separately. Given the common questions about the cost-efficiency of different de-
livery modalities, cash programs and vouchers programs--even if funded by the same award--should 
generally be analyzed as separate programs. 

Best practice: Where complementary services are  paired with cash or voucher distribution, the value 
of these services should not be included in the value of “transfers” or as a delivery cost, but separated 
out entirely. Where common targeting methods were used for both the basic needs transfers and the 
complementary services, these should be included in the estimate of “delivery costs” to the extent that 
they were necessary for identification of transfer recipients. These complementary services should then 
be noted and described in the qualitative information about the program, so this information can be 
used when interpreting the program’s results. 

The typical way of calculating cost-efficiency for cash or in-kind transfer programs is the “cost-transfer ratio”, 
which compares the full costs of delivery to the value of the cash or goods provided to beneficiaries. This metric 
has long been the standard in economic evaluations of social protection cash transfers (see Caldes, Coady, and 
Maluccio 2004), and provides a straightforward measure of the amount of resources needed to get 1 USD (or 
GBP, or EUR) of value into the hands of a beneficiary. Analysts should be able to observe this “output” count 
directly from your expense data, in the form of spending on transfers or in-kind goods which were distributed to 
beneficiaries. The exception is programs which purchase in-kind goods or food strategically throughout the year, 
where adjustment may be needed as discussed above. The value of transfers is subject to the same guidance about 
exchange rates and inflation rates, described above.

Best practice: In addition to recording the total value of goods/transfers given by your program, also 
clearly record the number of people reached, over what time period, and the average value of goods/
transfers they received. Checking that Transfer Value * # Beneficiaries * # Transfers/Beneficiary is 
equal to the total value of transfers you can see in expense data is a good quality check for your anal-
ysis. Information on the dollar value of transfers or vouchers is also important for interpreting the 
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results of the program, so that the purchasing power of the assistance can be understood in context. 

Once you have identified the value of goods or cash given, you can separate this out from your other expenses to 
calculate the cost-transfer ratio:

(1) Cost-Transfer Ratio (CTR) = 

This ratio expresses that for every dollar of value transferred to beneficiaries, this much was spent on delivery 
and support costs. However, some agencies also report the same information in a slightly different format:

(2) “Total” Cost-Transfer Ratio = 

This latter ratio expresses that of every dollar of money spent on the program, this much was spent on delivery 
and support costs. 

For the TCTR, the closer the ratio is to 1, the greater proportion of program costs went directly to beneficiaries 
in the form of transfers. While both equations contain the same information, the algebra is conducted slightly 
differently and so analysts must be extremely careful not to compare estimates arrived at with Equation (1) to es-
timates arrived at with Equation (2). Because Equation 1 is the standard in the academic literature on cash trans-
fer programs, we recommend this as the default for reporting cost-efficiency results on basic needs programs. 

Best practice: Report cost-efficiency results based on the ratio of Delivery and Support Costs to Value 
of Transfers, i.e. Equation 1. In either case be extremely careful in labeling results, so that you are clear 
whether your CTR is per dollar of value transferred or per dollar of program funding. 

INTERPRETATION
Understanding what drives differences in cost-efficiency: As discussed above, the point of comparative cost 
analysis is not that some analytical method will guarantee that your cost-efficiency estimate represents what that 
program would have cost if implemented in any context.  This is simply impossible because of the differences in 
price levels, population needs, electronic banking infrastructure, among many other factors. Rather, the goal of 
comparative analysis is to understand what features are likely to drive differences in the cost-efficiency if pro-
grams are implemented differently or in different places.

In other words, it is not really a question of if program costs and outputs will change from one place to anoth-
er--they will--but how much they will change and based on what factors. Based on evidence to date, there are a 
few key features which seem to drive cost-efficiency across programs, which will help one understand whether 
the average cost is likely to be higher or lower in a different setting versus the place the program was originally 
studied.

• Price of Goods: Price levels vary from country to country, in particular the price of goods such as workbooks, 
vehicles, venue rentals, etc. While it may be too difficult to figure out the exact price of every good in the place in 
which you’re hoping to run a program, you can identify the top five inputs that make up most of your program 
cost and consider how much these prices might vary across contexts. The change in purchasing power is espe-

         Cost of Delivery                     Total Cost - Value of Goods/Transfers    
Value of Goods/Transfers                         Value of Goods/Transfers =

Cost of Delivery            Total Cost-Value of Goods/Transfer
     Total Cost                                         Total Cost

=
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cially important for analysis of basic needs programs, because the output of such programs is also measured in 
USD/GBP/EUR, which implicitly reflects the price of goods that program beneficiaries might want to purchase. 

Figure 5. Differences in Typical Cost-Efficiency by Price Level

Best Practice: Do not try to use comparative data from programs in contexts with dramatically differ-
ent price levels. The differences in dollars delivered, in the denominator of your cost-efficiency equa-
tion, significantly influence the cost-transfer ratio so that programs from higher price level contexts 
always look more cost-efficient. 

• Price of Labor: Price levels vary from country to country, and the price of labor (i.e. wages) is particularly im-
portant to consider. In some countries, especially post-conflict countries, the prices of skilled labor (e.g. master 
trainers, program managers) may be unusually high. In other countries, especially rapidly growing economies 
like India, the price of skilled labor may not be as high. While it may be too difficult to figure out the exact wages 
of every position necessary to run a program, you can identify the top five staff positions that make up most of 
your program cost and consider how much they might vary across contexts. 

• Implementing “Infrastructure”: The costs of a program may depend on the existing capacity of the agency which 
implemented it, in the first place. In Pakistan, for instance, the IRC has been able to pre-position data on po-
tential transfer recipients based on a national social safety net program. When a flood eventually affected that 
province, the IRC already had targeting data on hand, and did not need to run new targeting surveys to identify 
beneficiaries. On the other hand, in a rapid onset disaster where an agency has to set up an entirely new opera-
tional infrastructure to serve beneficiaries, this can drive up the cost per dollar transferred. When considering 
how the costs of a program may change, you need to consider what existing structures or capacities that program 
relied on in the context in which it was studied, and whether those are present in the new context you are con-
sidering. If they are not available, you may (1) conclude that the program is not feasible in that new context at the 
same cost-per-output, or (2) want to figure out how much it would cost to build that infrastructure, and include 
this in your assessment of value-for-money.

• Program Scale: The average cost of an intervention may change quite a lot when a program is implemented at 
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small scale versus at a large scale. This is because of the presence of start-up costs (e.g. negotiating a contract 
with a Hawala) or costs that must be incurred regardless of the scale of the program (e.g. a software license). 
When programs reach only hundreds of people in a few communities, these costs are spread over fewer bene-
ficiaries, and the average cost per output delivered goes up. But when programs reach dozens of communities 
and thousands of beneficiaries, the cost per output can become much lower.5 Expecting a program run at a small 
scale to match the cost-efficiency of a comparator program run nationally is unrealistic.

Learning from comparative data sets: How results from cost analyses are used is as important as how they 
are conducted; misapplication of the results about a single program, or a comparison of several programs, can 
undermine the usefulness of cost analyses. Finding that one program is more cost-efficient or cost-effective than 
others doesn’t mean that approach is “the best” and should be replicated everywhere. Rather, the importance of 
cost analyses is in uncovering what characteristics of different programs, or contexts, drive the cost or improve 
value-for-money of basic needs programs. Knowing not just whether a program is cost-efficient, but why, is cru-
cial for applying these insights well in future funding and design decisions.

Thus, while we have to apply consistent metrics and methods when conducting cost analyses, we should not be 
expecting to see consistent results across different programs in different contexts. As comparative cost analysis 
becomes more routine for basic needs programs, the first priority is to learn what features drive or constrain val-
ue for money. Sometimes the drivers will be contextual (e.g. low population density, presence of mobile money 
systems), and while they can’t be helped, data on the implications of these contextual factors will help to plan and 
budget better. In other cases the drivers of value-for-money are changeable features of program design, in which 
case we have derived insights about how to improve our programs to maximize impact per dollar.

5 This is especially true when comparing programs which reach different proportions of people within a given catchment area. Be-
cause of fixed costs to operating in a particular area (e.g. monitoring visits transportation), targeting greater proportions of the population 
in a given area often improves cost-efficiency as those locally fixed costs are spread over more people.
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Figure 7. Learning Pathways for Cost-Efficiency Analysis
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